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1. INTRODUCTION

Cryptography is a technique used to preserve privacy of user’s data. It can be classified
into two types: symmetric key cryptography (SKC) and public key cryptography (PKC). In
SKC, a single secret key is shared between two users to encrypt a secret message. However,
key management and sharing becomes burdensome as the number of users increase. PKC
solves this issue of bootstrapping key exchange between users by making use of key pairs -
the public key and the private key.

The history of PKC can be traced back to the seminal paper by Diffie and Hellman
[Diffie and Hellman 1976] that introduced a radical new way of exchanging cryptographic
keys. Thereafter, Shamir introduced the concept of Identity based Encryption (IBE) and a
signature scheme [A Shamir 1984]. The interest in IBE was further piqued when Boneh and
Franklin proposed a practical implementation of IBE [Dan Boneh and Matthew Franklin
2001]. Their paper stimulated enormous research in the field of IBE during the last decade.
Other work by A Sahai and Brent Waters lead to further investigation in the field of FIBE
[A. Sahai and B.Waters 2005] and ABE [A. Sahai and B.Waters 2005]. Fig. 1 depicts the
development graph of Cryptographic techniques.

Thereafter, numerous researchers have done remarkable work in the field of IBE and ABE.
However, there is no paper which surveys, summarizes and methodically classifies the work
done in this field. This paper is intended to be the first paper carrying out a comprehensive
study of past work on IBE and ABE. The paper methodically organizes and summarizes the
past work in this area and lists out potential open problems to better direct the interested
researcher.
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Fig. 1. Cryptographic techniques

1.1. Organization

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Identity based encryption and summa-
rizes the past work in this area. Section 3 discusses FIBE and explains ABE and its types
and related work in ABE. Section 4 classifies the open problems and potential research
directions in IBE and ABE, and Section 5 concludes the survey.

2. IDENTITY BASED CRYPTOGRAPHY

In this section, we present the basic concept of IBE, discuss past work and list out some
potential problems.

2.1. Origin

Prior to the introduction of Identity Based Cryptography (IBC), Public key Cryptography
(PKC) was mainly used. The major bottleneck in PKC was its key management issues. To
overcome these limitations, Shamir [A Shamir 1984] presented the idea of using a user’s
identity such as an email-id or his designation as the public key, thereby eliminating the
need for certificate storage, its distribution and revocation. While the public key in IBC is
publicly known information like an email-id, the private key is generated by a Private Key
Generator (PKG). This new technique is known as Identity based Cryptography (IBC).
IBC includes Identity based encryption and signature schemes. The next section explains
the concept of Identity based encryption (IBE) and Identity based signature schemes(Refer
Fig.2).

2.2. Concept

Next, we discuss the basic concepts of Identity Based Encryption and Identity Based Sig-
nature Schemes.

2.2.1. Identity Based Encryption. : Similar to traditional Public Key based encryption, IBE
makes use of two keys: the public key and the private key. Unlike PKC, the public key of
the user is publicly known information like an email-id, an SSN number etc. The sender
encrypts the message using a receiver’s public ID. The cipher text is transmitted via some
communication channel to the receiver. On receiving the cipher text, a receiver requests a
private key from the PKG. The PKG uses the receiver’s public ID along with some random
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seed as an input to generate the receiver’s private key. Using this private key, a receiver can
decrypt the message (Refer Fig. 1a).

The encryption/decryption structure of any IBE based scheme consists of the following
four algorithms.

(1) Setup: A setup algorithm (executed by a Trusted Authority) carries out the initial setup
for an IBE scheme. It generates some system parameters (i.e. the public key of PKG)
and a master key (i.e. the secret key) for the PKG.

(2) Extract: An Extract algorithm (executed by a PKG) takes the receiver’s public ID and
the master key as an input and returns his private key, d.

(3) Encrypt: The sender encrypts the message M using the receiver’s ID and system pa-
rameters to generate cipher text, C.

(4) Decrypt: The receiver decrypts the cipher text, C using his private key, d extracted in
step(2).

2.2.2. Identity Based Signature. : The Identity based Signature schemes are analogous to
IBE schemes except the roles of private and public key are reversed. The private key of the
sender is used to create a signature and the public key of the sender is used to verify the
signature. Fig. 1b depicts the concept of Identity Based Signatures.

2.2.3. Hierarchical IBE. : Hierarchical identity based encryption is a variant of identity based
encryption that mirrors an organizational hierarchy. It allows a root private key generator
to distribute its workload by delegating private key generation and identity authentication
responsibilities to the lower-level private key generators. Hence, unlike IBE, HIBE prevents
single PKG from getting overburdened as number of users increase. HIBE is suitable for
large organizations which involve a number of different offices spread across the country. Fig.
3 illustrates the concept of HIBE. The secret key of the user is generated by concatenating
the IDs of all PKGs above it leading up to the root PKG. For example ID of the shaded
user is ID1||ID2||ID4 where ID1, ID2 etc. represents the position on the lower level PKG
with respect to the root PKG.

2.3. Related Work

This section discusses the past developments in the field of IBE and HIBE. Fig. 4 depicts
the basic block diagram which lays out the basic components and salient features of various
Identity Based encryption schemes and is referenced in all IBE schemes. A table describ-
ing the individual blocks in detail is also included for all IBE schemes. All IBE schemes
are constructed using the structure discussed earlier. We will refrain from discussing the
mathematical details, but will comment on why the particular approach was successful.

2.3.1. Identity Based Encryption. The concept of IBE was introduced in 1984. Although there
were several proposals for IBE schemes [D. Huhnlein, M. Jacobson, D. Weber 2000], [U.
Maurer and Y. Yacobi 1991], [S. Tsuji and T. Itoh 1989], [H. Tanaka 1987], none of them
were efficient and practical. Cock et al. [C. Cocks 2001] and Boneh et al. [Dan Boneh and
Matthew Franklin 2001] proposed the first practical IBE schemes using quadratic residues
and bilinear pairings respectively in 2001. However, Cock’s scheme was not an efficient one.
We discuss some of the notable IBE schemes below.

First Practical IBE scheme: Boneh and Franklin[Dan Boneh and Matthew Franklin
2001] proposed the first practical implementation of IBE in 2001. This pairing based cryp-
tographic scheme used the concept of bilinear pairing[Ran Canetti and Ron Rivest 2004]
(based on Weil Pairing). (Refer Appendix D to understand the concept of a bilinear map).
The security of the proposed scheme was based on a variant of Computational Diffie Hellman
assumption (Refer Appendix A) called Bilinear Diffie Hellman Assumption. The scheme was
proven indistinguishable using a random oracle model under chosen cipher text attack(IND-
ID-CCA). (Refer Appendix B)
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(a) Identity Based Encryption

(b) Identity Based Signature

Fig. 2. Identity based cryptography

The algorithmic structure was similar to standard IBE scheme discussed earlier (four
algorithms). Refer Fig. 5 for details. The only limitation of this scheme was that the security
proof was based on a random oracle model[M. Bellare and P. Rogaway 1993](Refer Appendix
B).

Non-random oracle IBE: Thereafter, in 2004, Dan Boneh and Xavier Boyen [Dan
Boneh and Xavier Boyen 2004] designed an IBE scheme without the random oracle assump-
tion thereby, solving the problem posed by Boneh and Franklin. In addition to Bilinear Map,
their scheme used a family of collision resistant hash functions1 to eliminate the random
oracle assumption. Its security was based on Decision BDH assumption (Refer Appendix
A). However, the proposed scheme was not an efficient one as it involved n exponentiations
in key extract phase and constructing a pseudo random function from collision resistant

1A function H is said to be collision resistant, if it is infeasible to obtain x, y such that H(x) = H(y).
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Fig. 3. Hierarchical Identity Based Encryption

hash function. Hence the problem of constructing an efficient IBE in the standard model
remained an open problem, which was solved in 2005 by Brent Waters [Brent Waters 2005].

Efficient non-random oracle IBE: Similar to [Dan Boneh and Xavier Boyen 2004],
security was proved using Decision BDH assumption (Refer Appendix A) and was indistin-
guishable under IND-ID-CCA. This scheme used the bilinear map. Brent Waters made a
small modification in [Dan Boneh and Xavier Boyen 2004] scheme and proved its security in
the standard model. The innovation was made in the extract step (Basic IBE scheme), where
an identity was represented as a string of n bits as opposed to the previous scheme which
interpreted identity as an integer. This reduced the number of exponentiations compared
to the previous scheme. Furthermore, the scheme was proved secure in the standard model
without using the collision resistant hash function. However, this modification led to longer
public parameters and hence the problem of constructing an IBE with short parameters
and tight reduction remained an open problem.

Gentry’s IBE: The first practical IBE in the standard model with compact parameters
and tight reduction was proposed by Gentry in 2006 [Craig Gentry 2006]. It was based
on q-ABDHE assumption (Refer Appendix A) and was indistinguishable under IND-ID-
CCA2. It was efficient compared to previous two non-random oracle IBE schemes because
these two schemes used a strategy similar to the one used by a random oracle in order to
prove their security i.e. the simulator responded to most of the messages but aborted for
some of the messages. Hence, the purpose of removing the random oracle was not served
efficiently. Furthermore, the reduction2 in the above strategy was loose. Tight reduction
could be provided if one used a weaker security model like the selective ID model (Refer
Appendix B). However, the problem of tight reduction based on the standard assumption
is still an open problem.

We discuss open problems related to IBE schemes in Section 2.4

2.3.2. HIBE. This section discusses various HIBE schemes in detail.

2The time complexity and success probability of a simulator in generating private key queries is identical
to an adversary breaking into the system i.e. simulator must respond to all the queries for private key
extraction.
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(a) General Block Diagram of Identity based schemes

(b) IBE Schemes

Fig. 4. Basic IBE Schemes
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Fig. 5. Basic IBE Scheme

First HIBE: In 2002, Gentry et al. [Craig Gentry and Alice Silverberg 2002] and Lynn
et al. [J. Horwitz and B. Lynn 2002] proposed the first HIBE scheme based on the random
oracle assumption. The scheme used the Bilinear Map and a hash function modelled as
a random oracle. Their scheme was reduced to BDH assumption and was indistinguish-
able under IND-ID-CCA-2. One limitation of their scheme was that length of cipher text
increased linearly with number of levels.

Constant cipher text length HIBE: To overcome the limitation of first HIBE scheme,
authors in [Boneh, D., Boyen, X., Goh, E.J. 2005] proposed an HIBE scheme based on BDHE
(Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent) assumption with constant cipher text length in 2005.
The cipher text consisted of only three elements irrespective of the depth of any identity.
Furthermore, the secret key for user at level l could be generated given the secret key of
user at level l− 1. However, the security was proven in the weak selective ID model (Refer
Appendix B).

Non-random oracle HIBE: Thereafter, in 2006, [Chatterjee, S., Sarker, P. 2006] con-
tributed in developing HIBE with short public parameters. Their scheme was based on an
extension to Brent Waters’ IBE scheme [Brent Waters 2005]. Unlike Brent Waters’ HIBE
scheme that generated public parameters for each ID represented as a vector of n bits for
all h levels which resulted into nh parameters, this scheme used a different approach. Sarkar
et. al. reused the part of public parameters instead of generating new parameters for all
levels, thereby reducing the size of public parameters to n + h. It was proven secure using
the standard model assumption, but it was indistinguishable under weaker IND-ID-CPA.

Fully Secure HIBE Schemes: In 2006, Man Ho Au [Au, M.H., Liu, J.K., Yuen, T.H.,
Wong, D.S. 2006] constructed an HIBE scheme that was fully secure in the standard model.
The security of the scheme could be reduced to q-ABDHE assumption. Compared to the
previous schemes, they further reduced the size of public parameters to number of levels h
instead of n+ h in [Chatterjee, S., Sarker, P. 2006]. However, it was secure only if number
of levels, i was greater than 2 but not for i = 2. In 2008, [Yanli Ren and Dawu Gu 2008]
constructed constant size (with reference to cipher text length) HIBE scheme and it achieved
CCA-2 security. In addition to the bilinear map, the scheme used a universal hash function
to generate constant size cipher text. Hence, the cipher text was independent of the number
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Fig. 6. Comparison among various HIBE schemes

of hierarchies and it also had short public parameters. Fig. 6 shows the comparison among
various HIBE schemes.

2.4. Discussion and Open Problems

The Key Escrow Problem is inherent in all the above discussed IBE and HIBE schemes as
the PKG knows the private key of a user. To alleviate the key escrow problem, researchers
have proposed many different solutions. One such approach was proposed by [Dan Boneh
and Matthew Franklin 2001] used multiple PKGs. In this approach, the master key was
distributed among multiple PKGs and the private key was issued by these PKGs in a
threshold manner. The private key of a user was constructed by sharing secret s among
n PKGs. Each of the n PKGs was assigned one share si of secret s using Shamir’s secret
sharing scheme [A. Shamir 1979]. Selected t out of n PKGs responded with the private key
component and a user could construct his secret key using Lagrange’s interpolation (Refer
Appendix E). This approach reduced trust in a single entity. However, identification and
key distribution with multiple PKGs posed an extra burden.

Authors in [B. Lee, C. Boyd, Dawson, K. Kim , J. Yang, S.Yoo 2004] proposed a scheme
that involved single PKG with multiple KPAs (Key Privacy Authorities). A part of the
private key was issued by the PKG and the other part was issued by one of the KPAs.
However, if one of the KPAs was compromised, the private key had to be reissued. A slight
variation of the above scheme was proposed in [Jin Wang, Xi Bai, Jia Yu, and Daxing Li
2007], where each of the KPAs remained active for some specific time. Thus, each of the
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Fig. 7. Key Escrow Problem

KPAs preserved privacy for a specific time, thereby solving key escrow and key exposure
problems.3

All the above approaches distributed private key generation among multiple PKGs to
mitigate the key escrow problem until Goyal et al [Vipul Goyal 2007] introduced a new
approach called Traceable IBE (TIBE). In TIBE, one could trace the malicious private key
to either the PKG or the user. They proposed two different schemes. The first was based on
the strong Diffie Hellman assumption. The other referred to as a weak Black-box TIBE was
based on the Bilinear Diffie Hellman assumption (BDH)(Refer Appendix A). However, the
later was not very efficient because it required more number of paring operations. Authors in
[Benoit Libert and Damien Vergnaud 2009] extended Goyal’s approach and proposed a new
efficient construction with short cipher text and private keys length. However, constructing
an efficient TIBE and deploying it with multiple PKGs is still an open problem.

3. VARIANTS OF IBE

This section explains variants of IBE i.e. Fuzzy IBE and Attribute Based Encryption and
discusses the related work done in FIBE and ABE.

3.1. Concept

3.1.1. Fuzzy Identity Based Encryption. Fuzzy IBE is a variant of IBE, in which the iden-
tity of a user is a set of descriptive attributes. For example a student pursuing a masters
degree in Computer Science in the year 2011 has attributes {Computer Science, Masters,
2011, Rollno}. Unlike IBE, FIBE was designed for multicasting. Multicast messages may
be decrypted by all the users having predetermined set of attributes. The encryption and
decryption key in FIBE could be constructed using some set of attributes. The message
encrypted using a key w could be decrypted by a secret key w′ if w and w′ have at least d
attributes in common i.e. |w ∩ w′| ≥ d, where d is a predefined threshold value. As an ex-
ample, let the message M be encrypted using a key that has attributes (Computer Science,
Masters, 2011) and let d be set to 2. Consider two users A and B. User A has ID (Com-
puter Science, Masters) and User B has ID (Computer Science, Bachelors). Then, user
A could decrypt M as the number of common attributes (Computer Science, Masters) is
atleast 2, where as user B would not be able to decrypt M as it has only 1 attribute (Com-
puter Science) i.e. < d attributes in common with the ID. Fig. 8 illustrates FIBE. FIBE
motivated the development of ABE which we discuss next.

3Key exposure problem occurs when user’s private key is compromised and could be prevented if user
performs periodic key update with the help of KPAs.
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Fig. 8. Fuzzy Identity Based Encryption

3.1.2. Attribute Based Encryption. Attribute based encryption is a generalization of FIBE.
Just as in FIBE, a user is identified by a set of attributes S. A receiver having at least
d attributes in his identity set S common with S

′
, could decrypt a message encrypted

with the attribute set S
′
. Unlike FIBE, ABE is more expressive in the sense that the

encryption/decryption key is specified as a function of AND/OR gates referred to as access
policy. There are different ways in which an access policy could be represented as discussed
in Appendix C. ABE could be deployed to provide security in distributed systems. As an
example, an OSN (Open Social Networks) user could encrypt his personal profile in such a
way that only users possessing certain attributes could view his personal information.

ABE is further classified into two types: Key Policy Based ABE (KP-ABE) and Cipher
Text Policy Based ABE (CP-ABE). In KP-ABE, the message is encrypted by a set of
attributes S and the secret key of a user is described by an access policy T . A user can
decrypt a message, if the policy T has the set of attributes S

′
common to S. On the other

hand, in CP-ABE scheme, the secret key of user is identified by the set of attributes S
and a message is encrypted by a policy T . Any user who satisfies the policy T could access
the information. As an example, let T = {(Computer Science and Masters) or Faculty}
be the policy and S = (Computer Science) be the set of attributes, then attribute set S
does not satisfy the policy T (Masters attribute is not in set S). Hence, the user is not
authorized to decrypt the message. In CP-ABE, the encryption key is specified by T and
the decryption key is attributed to S, while in KP-ABE, the keys are reversed. Thus, both
KP-ABE and CP-ABE are complementary to each other. Fig. 9 explains KP-ABE and
CP-ABE schemes.

3.2. The Developments in FIBE

This section covers past work done in FIBE. Fig. 11 summarizes FIBE schemes
.
First Fuzzy IBE: In 2005 [A. Sahai and B.Waters 2005], Amit Sahai and Brent Waters

proposed a new type of IBE called Fuzzy IBE. The FIBE scheme includes four algorithms
- setup, extract, encrypt and decrypt(Refer Fig. 10).

(1) Setup: The PKG executes the setup algorithm and outputs PK and MK.
(2) Key Generation(MK,W ): It takes a set of attributes, W and master key of PKG, MK

and outputs the secret key, SK.
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(a) CP-ABE Scheme

(b) KP-ABE Scheme

Fig. 9. Attribute Based Encryption: PK = Public Key, MK = Master Key, SK = Secret Key, CT = Cipher
Text

(3) Encrypt(PK,M,W ′) It takes a message, M and set W ′ and encrypt M with the public
key, W ′ and returns cipher text, CT .

(4) Decrypt(CT, SK): Decrypt function takes Public Parameters, PK along with cipher
text, CT . A user with secret key, SK could decrypt CT only if |W ∩W ′| ≥ d.
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Fig. 10. First FIBE scheme

Their scheme ensured indistinguishability and security against collusion attack4 by using a
random polynomial for all the attributes in the set S. The proposed scheme was based on
BDH assumption and they proved its security in the selective ID model (Refer Appendix
B). However, the scheme had certain limitations. The length of the cipher text increased
as the number of attributes increased. Furthermore, this proposal was for single authority
systems.

Random oracle FIBE: Thereafter, in 2007, a new construction of FIBE was proposed by
[Joonsang Baek Willy Susilo Jianying Zhou 2007], in which the hash function was modelled
as a random oracle that resulted in short public parameters (public key) whose size was
independent of the number of attributes related to an identity ID. In addition to that, their
scheme used an efficient private key extraction algorithm that used the hashed value of an
attribute specified in the ID of a user. However, the scheme was indistinguishable under
a weaker IND-ID-CPA and the construction of non-random oracle version of their scheme
remained an interesting open problem which was later solved in 2010 by [Yanli REN, Dawu
GU, Shuozhong WANG, Xinpeng ZHANG 2010].

Non-random oracle FIBE: Authors in [Yanli REN, Dawu GU, Shuozhong WANG,
Xinpeng ZHANG 2010] proposed a non-random oracle FIBE based on q-TBDHE assump-
tion(Refer Appendix A). It was proved fully secure in CCA-2 (Refer Appendix B) using a
standard model. A Collision Resistant hash function was used in addition to the bilinear
map to prove its security without a random oracle. Furthermore, their scheme had public
parameters that were independent of number of attributes.

We will discuss open problems related to FIBE along with ABE in section 3.4.

3.3. The Developments in Attribute Based Encryption

This section discusses various ABE schemes - both CP-ABE and KP-ABE schemes and
potential research problems in ABE. Fig. 12 depicts the basic block diagram for Attribute
Based algorithms and is used as a reference to summarize ABE schemes along with a table
(Refer Fig. 13) summarizing ABE schemes. First ABE: In 2005, [A. Sahai and B.Waters

4No two users can combine their keys in such a way that they could decrypt the message that none of them
alone could do it individually
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Fig. 11. Comparison among different FIBE schemes

Fig. 12. General Block Diagram of Attribute based schemes

2005] introduced the concept of ABE after proposing FIBE using bilinear pairing. The
scheme used the concept of a certain threshold policy i.e. k out of n attributes common
between the cipher text and the secret key of a user. Their construction had two constraints
- first being ciphertext must be of size n and k out of n threshold must be fixed for all
the cipher text and second was that it needed at least k number of pairing operations to
decrypt a message.

Secure Attribute Based Systems: M. Pirretti et al observed these limitations in
Sahai and Waters scheme and proposed a random oracle version of ABE in [M. Pirretti,
P. Traynor, P. McDaniel and B. Waters 2006]. The proposed scheme tried to eliminate the
constant value n, i.e number of attributes in the cipher text by modelling a hash function as a
random oracle. By using a random oracle, variable number of attributes could be specified
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Fig. 13. Attribute based encryption schemes

in the cipher text. Furthermore, it reduced the computational overhead incurred in key
generation and encryption step. In addition to that, they also illustrated and implemented
ABE in HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) complaint medical
systems and in social networks. However, their scheme was secure under a weaker Selective
ID model and the threshold policy was not expressive.

Goyal’s KP-ABE: In 2006, Vipul Goyal et al [V.Goyal, O. Pandey, A. Sahai, B. Waters
2006] proposed KP-ABE scheme to enable fine grained access control of encrypted data. It
was more expressive than Amit Sahai’s Scheme [A. Sahai and B.Waters 2005]. The private
key of a user was expressed by an access structure or a policy. The Access structure could
either be a tree of threshold gates (AND and OR gates) or LSSS (Linear Secret Sharing
Scheme)(Refer Appendix C). Their scheme was based on Decisional Bilinear Diffie Hellman
(BDH) assumption(Refer Appendix A) and used access tree structure to represent the policy
in form of AND (n out of n) and OR (1 out of n) gates. They proposed a scheme that was
limited to some set U of n attributes. However, their scheme could be extended to a large
universe construction, where an attribute could be any arbitrary string. Such an extension
needed U to be modelled as a hash function that took any arbitrary string as an input
and returned an element in Z∗p . Furthermore, their scheme allowed users to delegate the
responsibility of generating private keys to the lower level PKGs. As an example, a user with
private key specified by a policy T could generate a private key for a user with a key T

′ ⊆ T .
However, the set of attributes used to encrypt the message were not hidden and hence an
adversary could learn about all the attributes possessed by a user thereby introducing a
privacy risk. Another drawback of this scheme was that it was indistinguishable under
Selective ID CPA model.

First CP-ABE Scheme: Authors in [Bethencourt John, Sahai Amit, Waters Brent 2007]
constructed the first CP-ABE scheme which was analogous to Role Based Access Control
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(RBAC)5 and was based on BDH assumption. The scheme consisted of four algorithms:
Setup, Encrypt, Key Generation and Decrypt similar to FIBE (Refer Fig. 10). Unlike FIBE,

where the public key W
′

was specified by a set of attributes, in CP-ABE, the public key was
specified by an access structure or a policy. This scheme used tree based access structure
(Refer Appendix C) to represent a policy. A user with a secret key that satisfied the access
structure could decrypt the message. The authors pointed out that in KP-ABE, it was the
key issuer6 who encrypts the data. On the other hand, in CP-ABE scheme, it is the encryptor
i.e. the data owner who defines the access policy encrypts the data, thereby ensuring RBAC.
They have implemented CP-ABE scheme using the CP-ABE toolkit7, specially developed
to implement CP-ABE based algorithms. Their paper motivated the development of a more
expressive policy based ABE system and proving its security in a standard model.

Brent Water’s CP-ABE: Brent Waters introduced an expressive CP-ABE scheme
in 2011. He presented three approaches in his paper [Brent Waters 2011]. The first ap-
proach was the most efficient CP-ABE scheme and was proved under parallel Bilinear Diffie
Hellman Exponent assumption (p-BDHE), while the other two were based on weaker BDH
assumption. Refer Appendix A for details on security assumptions. All the three approaches
used LSSS to specify the access structure. Refer appendix C to understand LSSS. Similar
to previous CP-ABE scheme, the encryption time and cipher text overhead in the first ap-
proach scaled linearly with the number of nodes in the access policy. However, the novelty
was in their security proof. Unlike, first CP-ABE scheme that used generic bilinear group
model to prove the security, Brent Water’s scheme directly embedded LSSS structure to
public parameters related to the attributes assigned to a row in LSSS. However, in order
to construct such an efficient scheme and prove it secure in the standard model, they had
to use a stronger p-BDHE assumption. To overcome this limitation, he also introduced two
other approaches based on a weaker assumption, but they were less efficient in the terms of
cipher text size and encryption time. Thus, this paper contributed a CP-ABE scheme that
was proved secure in the standard model.

We discuss open problems related to FIBE, ABE in the next section.

3.4. Discussion and Open Problems

This section discusses the open problems in the field of Fuzzy Identity based encryption
and Attribute based encryption. We classify the open problems related to FIBE and ABE
as shown in Fig. 14. Thereafter, we discuss various FIBE and ABE schemes associated with
each open problem.
Revocation: Revocation is one of the essential requirements in both IBE and ABE as the

private key ages or could be compromised. Boneh and Franklin [Dan Boneh and Matthew
Franklin 2001] suggested a simple method for revoking the keys in IBE by attaching the
date along with the key. However, this incurred an extra load on the PKG to verify the
keys. The PKG had to be online all the time and hence this approach was not scalable.
Another approach to mitigate the revocation problem was to use a hardware device that
generated a fresh random token only for the non-revoked user without interacting with
the PKG. However, the hardware needed to be tamper resistant. Thereafter in 2008, Vipul
Goyal proposed an IBE scheme with efficient revocation by combining binary tree data
structures with FIBE [Alexandra Boldyreva,Vipul Goyal,Virendra Kumar 2008]. However,
the scheme was proved secure in a weak selective ID model and needed more number of
pairing operations.

5RBAC is an access control mechanism in which a user could access a resource based on certain access
rights assigned to him based on his role in an organization.
6Key issuer is the authority that issues the private key of a user. In KP-ABE, the secret key is specified by
the policy and hence it is the issuer who decides who could decrypt the message.
7http://acsc.cs.utexas.edu/cpabe/
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Fig. 14. Hierarchical Representation of open problems in IBE and ABE

In [M. Pirretti, P. Traynor, P. McDaniel and B. Waters 2006], M. Pirretti introduced a
revocation technique for ABE that originated from an approach used to provide revoca-
tion in IBE. Every attribute was limited to a certain specific time frame. For instance an
attribute [Computer Science, 31stDecember2011] remained valid only till 31st December
2011. However this scheme introduced an extra load on the PKG to renew the attributes
periodically. Another approach involved extending the basic CP-ABE scheme to solve the re-
vocation problem and it was called Mediated CP-ABE. In this approach [Luan Ibraimi,Milan
Petkovic,Svetla Nikova,Pieter Hartel,and Willem Jonker 2009], the secret key was shared
by the mediator and the user. An authority generated two secret key components - one
issued to the user and the other to the mediator. The mediator maintained the Attribute
Revocation List (ARL) and stopped issuing the decryption token to a revoked user. The
mediator partially decrypted the cipher text using his secret key component only for the
non-revoked users. The non revoked user would be able to decrypt this cipher text if and
only if his secret key satisfied the access policy. Confidentiality was also ensured because
the mediator could not decrypt the message without user’s secret key component. However,
the mediator was a semi-trusted authority and could be compromised.

Consequently, in 2010, an algorithm to provide revocation using proxy re-encryption8

technique was designed [Shucheng Yu,Cong Wang,Kui Ren and Wenjing Lou 2010]. The
proxy server was introduced to re-encrypt the ciphertext into some other ciphertext using
a different public key. Whenever attributes were revoked, PKG redefined the master key
components for the revoked attributes as well as the public key. In order to change the
private key of a non-revoked user, PKG re-generated the proxy key and with this new key,
the proxy server would update the secret key to the latest version for all the non-revoked
users. However, the proxy servers could be dishonest or could be compromised. In 2011,
with the aim of providing encryption based access control in social networks with efficient
revocation, the authors in [Sonia Jahid,Prateek Mittal,Nikita Borisov 2011] used the concept
of proxy re-keying and deployed minimally trusted proxy servers. The approach used CP-
ABE as a basic scheme and added two additional steps to it - Proxy Rekey and Convert.
Proxy Rekey step issued a new private key to the proxy server after every revocation thereby
preventing collusion among dishonest proxy servers and the revoked users. Proxy servers
called Convert function that took the list of the revoked users and modified the cipher
text in such a way that only non-revoked users could decrypt the message. In the last two
approaches, revocation was limited to a predefined number of revoked attributes.

8Proxy re-encryption involves using a re-encryption key rka ↔ rkb to translate ciphertexts using public key
pka into cipher-texts encrypted using public key pkb and vice versa.
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(a) Key Revocation in IBE

(b) Attribute Revocation Problem

Fig. 15. Revocation in IBE and ABE

Multiple Authority : The problem of Multi Authority ABE was posed by Sahai and Waters
in [Bethencourt John, Sahai Amit, Waters Brent 2007] which was later solved by Melissa
Chase [M. Chase 2007] in 2007. She used the concept of Global Identifier, GID to identify
each user uniquely and a PRF (Pseudo Random function) that generated the secret key
from different authorities. However, the concept of a unique id, GID introduced a privacy
risk as all the attributes were related to a GID and an authority would learn the entire
profile of a user. To overcome this limitation of Multi Authority ABE, an approach to remove
the GID and the central authority was proposed in [Melissa Chase and Sherman S.M. Chow
2009]. However, it was based on stronger assumptions and it was limited to KP-ABE. Hence
designing a Multi Authority CP-ABE remained an open problem. Furthermore, this scheme
was limited to AND policy expressiveness over a predefined set of attributes.

In 2011 Waters et al. [Allison Lewko and Brent Waters 2011] proposed a Multi Authority
CP-ABE by decentralizing ABE. They used dual encryption methodology (For details Refer
[Brent Waters 2009]) to prove their system. In the proposed scheme, each user was identified
by a unique id, GID and the scheme made use of a hash function H to map a GID to a
random group element, where H was modelled as a random oracle. Various extensions to
their scheme were suggested. One was to eliminate the random oracle and the other was
to construct the scheme using prime order groups. Recently in 2011, authors in [Zhen Liu,
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Fig. 16. Multiple Authorities

Zhenfu Cao, Qiong Huang, and Duncan S. Wong, and Tsz Hon Yuen 2011] proposed a
fully secure multi authority scheme without using a random oracle. But designing, a multi
authority ABE using prime order groups is still an open problem.
Cipher Text Policy Hiding : Hidden credentials ensures privacy of a user. An encryptor

should not learn about the attributes of a receiver. Different approaches were proposed
to hide access policy. One such approach was to use proxy re-encryption technique [Apu
Kapadia, Patrick P. Tsang, Sean W. Smith 2007] and homomorphic encryption9technique.
Despite the fact that it ensured anonymity of user’s credentials, it introduced an overhead
on the proxy servers to re-encrypt every message.

In 2007, Boneh and Waters introduced the concept of Predicate Encryption to hide the
attributes [Boneh D., Waters B. 2007]. The construction used Hidden Vector Encryption
(HVE) by applying queries on encrypted data. For instance, if any clause (P1 or P2) is
false, one could not learn which of the attributes P1 or P2 was false. The proposed scheme
used bilinear pairing based on composite order groups instead of prime order groups which
resulted in an inefficient scheme. Furthermore, it does not allow addition of new attributes
once setup had been executed.

Consequently, in 2008, T. Nishide et al [Takashi Nishide, Kazuki Yoneyama, and Kazuo
Ohta 2011] designed an ABE scheme with partially hidden access structure that used wild
cards (don’t care attributes)in the policy. The access structure could be specified as W =
[W1,W2, ...,Wn] = [1, 1, ∗, ∗, 0] where n = 5. The recipient with the secret key [1, 1, 1, 0, 0]
could decrypt the message because ∗ in W indicated either 0 or 1. However, the size of
ciphertext increased with number of attributes. Thereafter in 2011, a CP-ABE scheme from
attribute hiding inner product [Junzuo Lai, Robert H. Deng, and Yingjiu Li 2011] was
constructed based on composite order setting. They used some non standard complexity
assumptions and directed readers to design a fully secure, more efficient and expressive
hidden policy scheme.
Constant cipher text length: In 2009, K Emura et al.[Keita Emura, Atsuko Miyaji, Akito

Nomura,Kazumasa Omote, and Masakazu Soshi 2009] proposed a first constant length ci-

9An encryption scheme (K,E,D) is homomorphic if there exists an operation on ciphertexts such that for
any key pair (x, y) generated by K and any messages m1,m2 in the message space M , there exists have
Dx(Ey(m1) X Ey(m2)) = m1Xm2, where X is an operation on messages. In other words, ciphertexts for
m1 and m2 can be combined to obtain a ciphertext for m1 X m2 without access to m1 and m2. More
generally, the homomorphic property allows meaningful manipulation of ciphertexts without the knowledge
of the underlying plaintexts - cited from [Apu Kapadia, Patrick P. Tsang, Sean W. Smith 2007].
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Fig. 17. Hidden Policy and attributes

pher text CP-ABE. The scheme used AND Gates on multi valued attributes to specify the
policy. Let L = [L1, L2, ...Ln] was an attribute list of user and W = [W1,W2, ...,Wn] was
an access structure, then a user could decrypt a message if L satisfied W . The scheme was
based on DBDH assumption. However, the expressiveness of the policy was limited to AND
Gates and the size of public key varied linearly with number of attributes. Thereafter in
2010, authors in [Javier Herranz , Fabien Laguillaumie , and Carla Rafols 2010] proposed
a constant length cipher text that used dynamic threshold encryption technique. However,
it was limited to a single authority ABE. To overcome this limitation, in 2011, constant
length cipher text scheme was proposed for multi authority ABE [Nishant Doshi and Devesh
Jinwala 2011].

Fig. 18. Constant length cipher text open problem

4. TABULATED SUMMARY OF OPEN PROBLEMS

This section summarizes the past work done in the field of IBE and ABE. It represents
potential open problems using tabular representation. The bottom-right cell of a table poses
an unsolved problem and directs interested researchers to work further in that direction.
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Fig. 19. Key Escrow Problem in IBE

Fig. 20. Constant cipher text length

Furthermore, different columns of the table can be combined to propose a new algorithm
such as proposing multiple authorities ABE with attribute revocation or multiple authority
hidden policy CP-ABE scheme.

5. CONCLUSION

This survey introduces the novel cryptographic technique in a field of security namely
Identity based cryptography (IBC). It delves into Identity based encryption and signature
schemes and discusses related work done in the field of IBE. It also throws light on HIBE.
Furthermore, it includes Fuzzy IBE and its variant - Attribute based Encryption (ABE)
along with its types: CP-ABE and KP-ABE. The paper classifies and summarizes the po-
tential open problems in the field of IBE, FIBE and ABE using tabular and tree based
representation.
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Fig. 21. Key and attribute Revocation Problem in IBE and ABE

Fig. 22. Multiple Authority problem

It can be concluded from this survey that ABE which is originally based on the concept
of IBE is one of the promising cryptographic techniques to ensure privacy of information.
Unlike, traditional cryptographic techniques such as SKC and PKC; ABE eliminates cer-
tificate storage and solves key management issues. It can be deployed in multi casting kind
of applications like social networks, an educational institution or some major organization.

This paper covers invaluable contribution made in the field of IBE, HIBE, FIBE and
ABE and directs the interested researchers to further explore unsolved open problems.
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Fig. 23. Hidden Policy ABE

Appendix

A. COMPUTATIONALLY HARD PROBLEMS

This section discusses various computationally hard problems and the security assumptions
used to prove IBE, FIBE and ABE algorithms.

(1) Discrete Logarithm Problem : If g and h are elements of a finite cyclic group G then
a solution, x of the equation gx = h is called the discrete logarithm to the base g of
h in the group G. It is computationally hard to obtain x given h and g. Hence, the
discrete logarithm problem is useful in constructing different cryptographic algorithm
and systems.

(2) Decision Diffie Hellman (DDH): The goal of DDH is to distinguish between (g, ga, gb, gc)
and (g, ga, gb, gab), where a, b, c ∈ Zp∗ and g is the generator of cyclic group G of prime
order p. In other words: Given (g, ga, gb, gc), DDH problem is to decide whether c = ab.

(3) Computational Diffie Hellman (CDH): Consider a cyclic group G of order p. The CDH
assumption states that, given g, ga, gb for a randomly chosen generator g and random
a, b ∈ {0...p− 1} it is computationally intractable to compute the value gab.

(4) Bilinear Diffie Hellman Assumption (BDH): Let G1 and G2 be two multiplicative groups
of prime order p. Let g be the generator of G1 and define e : G1XG1 → G2 to be a
bilinear map. The BDH problem in (G1, G2, e) is as follows: Given (g, ga, gb, gc) for
some a, b, c ∈ Zq∗, compute W = e(g, g)abc ∈ G2. An algorithm A has an advantage
adv in solving BDH in (G1, G2, e) if

pr[A(g, ga, gb, gc) = e(g, g)abc] >= adv

where probability is over random choice of a, b, c ∈ Zq∗ and random choice of generator
g.

(5) Gap Diffie Hellman(GDH): GDH is a group where CDH is hard but DDH is easy to
solve. G is a q-decision group for Diffie-Hellman, if the group action can be computed in
one time unit, and DDH can be computed on G in time at most q. The advantage of an
algorithm A in solving the CDH problem in a group G is advCDHA = Pr[A(g, ga, gb) =
gab : a, b ∈ Zp∗] where the probability is over the random choice of a and b, and the
coin tosses of A. We say that an algorithm A(t,∈) breaks CDH in G if A runs in time
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at most t, and AdvCDHA ≥∈. A prime order group G is a (q, t,∈) GDH group if it is a
q-decision group for Diffie Hellman and no algorithm (t,∈) breaks CDH on it.

(6) Augmented Bilinear Diffie Hellman assumption (q-ABDHE): Let G and GT be two
multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p and g is generator of G. Given a vector

of 2q+ 2 elements (g′, g′
αq+2

, g, gα, gα
2

, ....gα
q

, gα
q+2

, .....gα
2q

) ∈ G2q+2 as input, output

e(g, g′)α
q+1 ∈ GT . An algorithm A has an advantage adv in solving q-ABDHE if

Pr[A(g′, g′
αq+2

, g, gα, ......gα
q

)] ≥ adv
over random choices of generator g, g′ in G, α in Zp and random bits used by A.

(7) Strong Diffie Hellman (SDH): Let G1, G2 be two cyclic groups of prime order p,
where possibly G1 = G2. Let g1 be a generator of G1 and g2 be a generator of
G2. The q-SDH problem in (G1, G2) is defined as follows: Given a (q + 2)-tuple

(g1, g2, g
(x)
2 , g

(x2)
2 , ..., g

(xq)
2 ) as input, output a pair (c, g

(1/(x+c)
1 ) where c ∈ Zp∗. An

algorithm A has advantage adv in solving q-SDH in (G1, G2) if

Pr[A(g1, g2, g
x
2 , ..., g

(xq)
2 ) = (c, g

1/x+c)
1 ] >= adv

where the probability is over the random choice of x in Zp∗ and the random bits
consumed by A.

(8) n-exponent CDH assumption(n-CDH)
Definition 1. Given a group G of prime order p with a generator g and elements

ga, ga
2

, ...., ga
n ∈ G where a is selected uniformly at random from Zp and n ≥ 1, the

n-CDH problem in G is to compute ga
n+1

Definition 2. Group G holds (t,∈) n-CDH assumption , if no adversary running in time
at most t can solve the n-CDH problem in G with probability at least ∈.

B. SECURITY MODELS AND CIPHER TEXT INDISTINGUISHABILITY

An algorithm is acceptable only when it is semantically secure. Authors have used one out
of the two security models described below. The models are described with respect to the
IBE scheme described in Section 2.

(1) Security Models
Random Oracle: Most of the algorithms are proved theoretically secure using the

random oracle security model. As per this model, an adversary has access to a random
oracle which is emulated by a random hash function. In cryptography, a random oracle
is a theoretical black box that responds to every query with a (truly) random response
chosen uniformly from its output domain, except that for any specific query, it responds
the same way every time it receives that query.

Standard Model: The ideally secure scheme is a scheme whose security is proved
without using a random oracle. In cryptography the standard model is the model of
computation in which the adversary is only limited by the amount of time and com-
putational power available. Cryptographic schemes are usually based on complexity
assumptions, which state that some problem, e.g. factorization, cannot be solved in
polynomial time. Schemes which can be proven secure using only complexity assump-
tions are said to be secure in the standard model.

(2) Cipher text indistinguishability: Given an encryption of a message randomly chosen
from a two-element message space determined by the adversary, if no adversary can
identify the message choice with probability significantly better than that of random
guessing (1/2), then the cipher text is considered to be indistinguishable. Indistin-
guishability under chosen plain text (IND-CPA)is considered as the basic requirement
whereas indistinguishability under chosen cipher text (IND-CCA) and adaptive chosen
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Fig. 24. Security game between a challenger and an adversary

cipher text (IND-CCA2) is optional. IND-CCA2 is the strongest security requirement.
IBC refers such requirement with IND-ID-CPA and IND-ID-CCA2 i.e Identity based
indistinguishability. In order to prove the security of any IBE or ABE scheme indis-
tinguishable under IND-CPA, IND-CCA or IND-CCA2, a security game is simulated
between a challenger and an adversary. The game is outlined for IBE schemes as under.
Fig. 24 gives an overview of the security game between a challenger and an adversary.

IND-ID-CPA: A simulator executes a game between a challenger and an adversary.
The challenger runs the setup algorithm and publishes the public key. However it retains
the master key to itself. In phase 1, an adversary A can issue private key extraction
queries for an IDi. Once phase 1 is completed, an adversary A selects two random
messages M0 and M1 and identity ID (ID must be different from the one used in phase
1). The challenger picks random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and encrypts the message Mb and sends
ciphertext C to the adversary. In phase 2, A can issue extraction and decryption queries
for any IDi 6= ID. Finally, A guesses a bit b

′ ∈ {0, 1} and if b = b
′
, adversary wins the

game. A scheme is said to be semantically secure if any polynomial time adversary A
has negligible advantage adv against the challenger, where adv = Pr[[b = b

′
]− 1/2].

IND-ID-CCA2: A simulator executes a game between a challenger and an adversary.
The challenger runs setup algorithm and will publish the public key, however it retains
the master key to itself. In phase 1, an adversary A can issue queries q1, q2, ...qn either of
type extraction queries to extract private key of a user with IDi and decryption queries
to obtain plain text encrypted with IDi. The queries are adaptive i.e qi might depend
on qi−1 queries. Thereafter, an adversary A selects two random message M0 and M1

and identity ID (ID must be different from the one used in phase 1). The challenger
picks random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and encrypts the message Mb and sends ciphertext C to the
adversary. In phase 2, A can issue extraction and decryption queries for any IDi 6= ID.
Finally, A guesses a bit b

′ ∈ {0, 1} and if b = b
′
, adversary wins the game. A scheme
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Fig. 25. Access tree policy

is semantically secure against an adaptive chosen ciphertext attack if a polynomially
bounded adversary A has a non-negligible advantage adv against the challenger, where
adv = Pr[[b = b

′
]− 1/2]. .

IND-sID-CPA/CCA2: It is the weakest kind of security model wherein the ad-
versary has to submit the challenged ID initially before starting the game between a
challenger and an adversary. Phase 1 and Phase 2 are exactly similar to above two
models except the queries should not be fired for ID. Unlike, indistinguishability in
CPA and CCA, queries are not adaptive in nature.

C. ACCESS STRUCTURE

The policy in attribute based encryption is specified by using an access structure. Different
access structures are specified as below:

(1) Monotone Access Structure: Let {A1, A2, ....An} be a set of attributes. A collection
A ⊆ 2{A1,A2,....An} is monotone if ∀B,C : if B ∈ A and B ⊆ C then C ∈ A. A
monotone access structure is a collection A of non empty subsets of {A1, A2, ....An}, i.e.
2{A1,A2,....An}. Any monotone access structure can be realized by Linear Secret Sharing
Scheme.

(2) Non-Monotone Access Structure: Unlike monotone access structures, non monotone
access structure will also have not attribute of every attribute Ai in set A and hence
the number of attributes will be doubled.

(3) Access Trees: Let T be a tree representing an access structure. Each non leaf node
represents a threshold gate described by its children and a threshold value. If numx is
the number of children of a node x and kx is its threshold value, then 0 < k < numx.
When kx = 1, the gate is OR gate and when kx = numx, it is an AND gate. Fig. 25
represents an access tree with AND and OR gates.

(4) Linear Secret Sharing Schemes: A secret sharing scheme S over a set of attributes A is
called linear if

The share of each attribute forms a vector over Zp
There exists a matrix M with l rows and n columns called share generating matrix

for scheme S. ∀i = 1, ....l, the ith row of M is labelled by a function f as f(i). Consider
column vector v = (s, r2, r3, ...rn) where s ∈ Zp is secret to be shared and r2, r3, ....rn
are randomly chosen, then Mv is the vector of l shares of the secret s according to the
scheme S. The share (Mv)i belongs to f(i).
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D. BILINEAR MAP

A map can be represented using two different notations: multiplicative or additive. The
report uses multiplicative notation to represent a map. Any bilinear map must satisfy the
following properties:

(1) Bilinear: The map G1XG1 → G2 is bilinear if e(P a, Qb) = e(P,Q)ab,∀P,Q ∈
G1,∀a, b ∈ Z. For example: e(23, 34) = e(2, 3)12.

(2) Non-degenerate: The map in G1 X G1 does not generate an identity element in G2 i.e.
e(g1, g1) 6= 1.

(3) Computable: There must exist an efficient algorithm to compute e(P,Q) for any P,Q ∈
G1.

E. LAGRANGE’S INTERPOLATION

Lagrange polynomials are used in Shamir’s secret sharing scheme in Cryptography.
Given a set of k + 1 data points (x0, y0), ...(xk, yk) where no two xj are the same, the

interpolation polynomial in the Lagrange form is a linear combination:

L(x) :=
k∑
j=0

yj lj(x)

lj(x) =
∏

0<m<k

x− xm
xj − xm

The constant term of the polynomial will be the unique root secret.
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